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Abstract
Short-term travel time information plays a critical role in Advanced Traffic Information
Systems (ATIS) and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS). In this context, the need
for accurate and reliable travel time information sources is becoming increasingly important.
Bluetooth Technology (BT) has been used as a relatively new cost-effective source of travel
time estimation. However, due to low sampling rate of BT compared to other sensor
technologies, existence of outliers may significantly affect the accuracy and reliability of the
travel time estimates obtained using BT. In this study, the concept of outliers and
corresponding impacts on travel time accuracy are discussed. Four different estimators named
Min-BT, Max-BT, Med-BT and Avg-BT with different outlier detection logic are presented in
this paper. These methods are used to estimate travel times using a BT derived dataset. In order
to quantify the accuracy and robustness of these estimators against outliers, a comparative study
between BT and Floating Car Data (FCD) is conducted. Results show that the Min-BT and
Med-BT are more robust concerning the existence of outliers in the dataset and can provide
more accurate travel time estimates compare to Max-BT and Avg-BT.
Keywords: Bluetooth Technology, Travel Time Estimation, Traffic Sensors
1. Introduction
Short-term travel time information plays a critical role in Advanced Traffic Information
Systems (ATIS) and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS). The access to shortterm travel time information can significantly influence the decision making on both supply side
(i.e. efficient management of network capacity, saving travel time, reducing congestion etc.)
and demand side (i.e. mode choice, route choice etc.) of transportation. In this context, the need
for accurate and reliable travel time information sources is becoming increasingly important. In
recent years, traffic in and around the Limfjord tunnel in Aalborg, Denmark, has risen
significantly and the tunnel is now operating close to its capacity. This has resulted in increasing
travel times, peak hour congestion and wasted time. In response, a number of projects have
been launched in close collaboration between Danish Road Directorate and Aalborg
Municipality to improve the ease of passage for road users through the tunnel. These projects
mainly aim to solve the congestion through speed regulation and queue warning inside and
around the tunnel. In this context, upgrading and extending the Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) as well as establishing a new traveller’s information system (i.e. new travel time
measurement system, new dynamic traffic map and expanded use of data) have been planned.
As a part of upgrading and extending the ITS infrastructures, Inductive Loop Detectors (ILD)
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and Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) have been implemented to measure the
travel time and speed in and around the tunnel. There are issues regarding these technologies.
First, ANPR and ILD are expensive mainly in terms of installation and maintenance. Second,
they can get affected by the weather conditions in Denmark (i.e. high degree of humidity and
fog can significantly reduce the sampling rate of ANPR cameras). Therefore, there is a need for
cheaper and more flexible technologies which can be used as an alternative system. Application
of Bluetooth Technology (BT) for estimating travel time has been tested before [1, 2, 3].
Bluetooth sensors in commission are less costly than other sensor technologies and are capable
of providing travel time estimations. However, the accuracy and reliability of BT based travel
time estimation requires further investigation. Outliers are a common problem in Vehicle ReIdentification Systems (VRIS) such as ANPR systems, Global Positioning System (GPS) and
BT, and can negatively influence the accuracy of the estimations. In other words, accuracy and
reliability of travel time estimates obtained by VRIS are highly dependent on detecting and
removing outliers in the dataset. Due to the low sampling rate of BT compare to other VRIS,
this problem becomes more promising. In motorways, the BT sample size has been estimated to
be around 3-5% of general traffic volume; a factor that is related to the number of open
Bluetooth devices carried by vehicles [2, 4]. In Denmark, a penetration rate can be as high as
20% which is prone to get affected by the outliers [4]. Existence of outliers may significantly
affect the accuracy and reliability of travel time estimates using BT. Therefore, it is necessary to
clean individual vehicle travel time estimates obtained by BT using outlier removal algorithms.
There is a direct relationship between the complexity of the algorithm and required computing
process-time. Hence, there should be a trade-off between accuracy requirements and the level of
complexity of the algorithm. It is not always necessary to use complex algorithms to accurately
identify outliers. Simple but fast outlier removal algorithms could sometimes be more efficient
in many cases depending on the objectives of the study and nature of outliers. This study aims
to evaluate simple methods of detecting and removing the outliers in BT dataset.
2. Application of Bluetooth Technology for Travel Time Estimation
Since 2005, BT has been used as a sensor for traffic measurement. Bluetooth sensors in
commission are less costly than other sensor technologies. Bluetooth is a short-range data
transmission protocol amongst electronic devices. The Bluetooth protocol uses an electronic
identifier in each device called a Machine Access Control address (MAC). The MAC address
serves as an electronic nickname so that electronic devices can keep track of who is who during
data communications. Vehicles carrying discoverable Bluetooth devices (i.e. navigators, mobile
phones, headsets etc.) can be detected by Bluetooth sensors installed at multiple locations along
the road network. The MAC address and its detection time are recorded by the sensors, which
then can be used for travel time estimation [6]. There are two pertinent factors regarding the use
of BT for travel time estimation. First, depending on the motor vehicle speed and the range of
Bluetooth detection antennas, there may be multiple detection events recorded for a single
Bluetooth-enabled device while passing a sensor location. Whereas, ANPR has a narrower
detection area (i.e. point) and they record a passing vehicle only once. Hence, for ANPR there is
no ambiguity on the best estimation. However, for application of BT it is important to find the
most accurate estimations among multiple recorded events. There is no general rule for
selecting the best detection record. Nevertheless, some previous studies used the first detection
event [2, 3]. In this study, the median of the all BT detection records for a single MAC address
is used for travel time estimation. The second point is related to the accuracy of vehicle
classification. Most of the ANPR systems can classify vehicles. Hence, it is easier to detect
abnormalities (i.e. outliers) such as the high-speed emergency cars or low-speed heavy trucks in
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the dataset. However, it is not easy to classify vehicles and distinguish such abnormal situations
using BT. Therefore, the simple average travel time can get affected by outliers resulted by
low-speed vehicles (i.e. heavy-trucks) or high-speed vehicles (i.e. ambulances or police cars).
As a result, the simple average is highly prone to the outliers. This highlights the importance of
using more robust estimators as well as using appropriate outlier removal algorithms. The focus
of this study is on the second issue, i.e. determining the most reliable travel time estimate based
on Bluetooth detections. Hence, the problem of multiple detection events is not considered.
3. Literature review
Over the last few years, application of BT as a new method of travel time estimation has been
evolved rapidly. However, expansion of this technology for traffic monitoring and specially
travel time estimation is depending on the approval of its accuracy and reliability. Research has
been conducted to evaluate different aspects of reliability and accuracy of the BT for travel time
estimation. Outliers are defined a common problem in all VRIS, and BT is not excepted [2,3].
Accuracy and reliability of travel time estimates obtained by VRIS are highly depending on
detecting and removing the outliers exist in the dataset. Dependency of BT to the number of
open Bluetooth devices carried by the vehicles and sample rate of 3-5% of the traffic volume
[2,4], also intensify the problem with outliers. As such existence of outliers may significantly
affect the accuracy and reliability of travel time estimates by BT. Hence, one of the common
issues which have been mentioned in the previous studies is the outlier treatment of BT
datasets. The problem with application of static outlier removal method “static cut-off value
limits” which did not consider intra-day travel time variability (i.e. the difference between offpeak and peak hours) is explained by [1]. The authors recommended automated outlier
screening algorithms as an alternative to static cut-offs. They also emphasised on simplicity and
effectiveness of outlier detection algorithms as the two main requirements of the candidate
method. They used a moving standard deviation method (1).

   




 





(1)

Where:
u: a user set neighbourhood sample size used as the bases for standard deviation comparisons
x: the current detection that is being assessed
p: travel time value for the detection x.
Based on this method only the data above the mean will be screened and the points below the
mean value will be allocated to the group of fastest mode. Accordingly, they considered an
upper limit based on standard deviation. If the p is more than the set number of standard
deviations above the mean, the point is determined to be an outlier. In this paper, it is not
explained how the mean value was calculated. A drawback of these outlier cleaning methods is
that using the mean value as the basis of analysis can be misleading because mean value itself
can be affected by outliers. Moreover, the size of the neighbourhood (u) and its impact on
accuracy needs to be clearly identified.
In order to address the outliers in BT dataset, a four step filtering method is developed by [2]. In
this study, outliers are defined as observations with unreasonably low speed, observation that
were far from the average of the rest of observations in a particular time interval, as well as a
small number of observations in a time interval that are not sufficient for extracting the ground
truth value. The first two steps of the filtering algorithm aimed to identify and discard outliers
among single observations in each time interval. The third and the fourth steps were designed to
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exclude time intervals with lower sample size or with large variation among individual
observations within the time interval. In the first step, Moving Average (MA) was implemented
for identification of lower and upper cut-off points. Although MA is known as a flexible
method for smoothing out short-term fluctuations in the data, but it allocates equal weights to all
the data in a dataset. This means that in calculation of MA, variation of travel time during the
day may not be considered and it gives the same weight to peak and off-peak travel time.
Moreover, finding the optimum radius for MA was based on a short range of data (1-5) which
may need further investigations. In the second step, a normal distribution for the observations
around the mean is assumed. However, this assumption may not be valid in all cases and can be
violated for different datasets.
An adoptive mechanism for treating the outliers is defined by [7]. This method assumes a lower
bound threshold for the free flow speed vf for the designated section which is mainly calculated
based on the historical data. Accordingly, an upper-bound for the travel time f is estimated.
Travel times larger than this threshold are removed as outliers. This system also monitors every
minute the aggregated average speed of the vehicles and in case the vf is dropping into a certain
values, then the lower bound threshold is updated accordingly. One of the problems of using the
aggregated average speed is that it is very sensitive to variation of the extreme end values. For
instance, the aggregated average speed can be influenced by an emergency car with very highspeed or a heavy trucks with significantly lower-speed. Moreover, this method did not
considered the impact of sample size on the designated sections. A static cut-off limit (8 minute)
for removing the outliers related to the pedestrians and cyclists is implemented by [3]. As other
static outlier removal algorithms, the variation of travel time over the peak and off-peak hours
were not considered.
Weakness in the existing literature is that outlier treatment methods are mainly determined
based upon the average value [1, 3]. Nevertheless, using the average value as the basis of
analysis can be misleading as the average itself can be affected by outliers. The outlier bias
becomes more important for small sample sizes. Therefore, it is important to test whether other
simple estimators can provide a more accurate and reliable travel time estimate, and understand
the relationship between sample size and estimation accuracy for those methods. Four such
alternate estimators are presented in the next section.
4. Methodology
Four different estimates are presented in this section, based upon the aggregation of BT records
of vehicles in 15 minutes intervals. These estimators are simple and can be reflective of various
traffic conditions. The estimators are calculated as follow:
1. Min-BT: Travel time estimate is the minimum travel time of all BT based travel time
observations during a given time period. The minimum travel time is unaffected by slower
vehicles with non-typical driver behaviour and represents the fastest vehicle in normal traffic
condition. Min-BT is a good indicator for congestion detection applications.
Min-BT         

 !"

(2)

Max-BT #$        

 !"

(3)

2. Max-BT: Travel time estimate is the maximum travel time of all BT based travel time
observations during a given time period.
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3. Avg-BT: Travel time estimate is the average travel time of all BT based travel time
observations during a given time period. This method is used by most BT based travel time
estimation studies. The Average travel time is calculated based upon all the records in a 15
minutes time interval.
Avg-BT %&'(#)'        

 !"

(3)

4. Med-BT: Travel time estimate is the median travel time of all BT based travel time
observations during a given time period. The median is less prone to outliers caused by the slow
or fast vehicles compared to the other estimators. Hence, it has the potential to be used as an
alternative for the simple average travel time.

Med-BT '*#          !" (4)
Where:
TTi: Travel Time for ith recorded vehicle calculated based upon the median of multiple travel
time detections   '*#++  ++  ++    ++  ,- .!/01!
m: The different values of travel time recorded for ith vehicle according to the multiple detection
n: The total number of recorded vehicles in each 15 minutes time interval

In order to evaluate the impact of sample size on the accuracy and reliability of the estimators,
two approaches are adopted as follows:
• Approach 1 (App.1): includes all the intervals for data analysis
• Approach 2 (App.2): removes all the intervals for data analysis if the number of records
in that interval is less than 30 records (sample size<30).
In order to quantify the impact of sample size on accuracy of various estimators, in the App.1,
all intervals regardless of number of observations are used. Whereas, in the App.2 intervals
having less than 30 records (sample size<30) are excluded from further analysis. Results of the
two approaches are compared.
The candidate estimator is then the estimator which provides more accurate travel time
estimates and is more robust regard changes in sample size. For testing the accuracy and
robustness of different estimators, both qualitative (i.e. visual) and quantitative (i.e. accuracy
measures) statistical methods are implemented. An estimator is considered to be robust that its
accuracy is less influenced by the sample size changes. The following sections focus on the data
collection as well as the accuracy evaluation methods implemented.
4.1. Data Collection
A section of 5 Km length on E45 motorway between Forbindelsesvejen-Humlebakken
including Limfjord tunnel was selected as the study route, see Figure 1. The Average Daily
Traffic (ADT) for North-South and South-North directions are 45400 and 51100 respectively.
As shown the study route has four main entrances and exits points. The FCD collected by [5]
for the research project on Intelligent SpeedAdaptation is used as the ground truth for evaluating
the BT travel time. The FCD were collected using GPS-traces received from 152 equipped
motorist vehicles over the period of 2 years (i.e. mid 2006-mid 2008)[5]. The averages of GPStraces were aggregated for 15 minutes interval to provide an average daily travel time. Figures 2
and 3 show the time plots of the FCD. It can be seen that there is a morning peak for NorthSouth direction and an afternoon-peak for the South-North direction.
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Forbindelsesvejen
BlipTracks: 14200 per day
68% matched with Humlebakken
ADT: 51100
Penetration Rate: 27%
BlipTracks: 4900 per day

BlipTracks: 3900 per day

Bluetooth Sensor

BlipTracks: 13000 per day
68% matched with Forbindelsesvejen
ADT: 45400
Penetration Rate: 29%

Connecting entrance/exit
Humlebakken2000 ft
1Km

Figure 1- Study area and location of Bluetooth sensors
Time Plot of GPS-AvgTravelTime for North-South Direction

Time Plot of GPS-AvgTravelTime for South-North Direction
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Figure 2- Time Plot of GPS Avg-Travel
Time for North-South Direction
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Figure 3- Time Plot of GPS Avg-Travel
Time for South-North Direction

The Bluetooth sensors described in this paper, developed by the company called BLIP Systems.
The sensors known as BlipTrack consists of Bluetooth detectors using a GPRS connection in
real time, three internal directional antennas, USB modem and electricity connection. Due to the
specific configuration of BlipTracks antennas, these sensors are able to provide time stamped
and directional information of passing Bluetooth devices through a back-end server. The range
of detection zone is estimated about 70-200 meters on each side of the sensor. BT travel time
data are collected through two Bluetooth sensors installed in proximity to the roadway at the
bases of the guard rail posts. Position of Bluetooth sensors are shown in Figure 1. BT data were
collected within one month 04/01/2010-04/02/2010. In order to avoid the problem of multiple
detections by Bluetooth sensors, the median of the all travel time records for a single MAC
address is used. The Min-BT, Max-BT, Avg-BT and Med-BT are calculated for every 15
minutes intervals. Due to resource limitations, a comparative study is conducted based on
Bluetooth data and FCD collected in two different period of time. It is assumed that the traffic
behaviour is not significantly changes over the period of the study and the data is still valid.
This is also confirmed by the road authorities. In order to examine the impact of sample size,
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two approaches are implemented. In the App.1, data from all the intervals are included. In the
App.2 all intervals with less than 30 records are excluded from FCD and BT datasets.
4.2 Accuracy Evaluation
4.2.1 Qualitative Analysis using Probability Plots
A P-P plot shows a variable’s (i.e. travel time) cumulative probability against the cumulative
probability of the test distribution (i.e. normal distribution). The straighter the line formed by
the P-P plot, the more the variable’s distribution conforms to the test distribution [8]. The
normal probability plot is formed by:
• Vertical axis: represents the observed values
• Horizontal axis: represents the expected outcomes
Being normally distributed provides a wide range of opportunities for using parametric
statistical tests to analyse the data. Moreover, based upon the knowledge of normal distribution
(µ,σ) it is possible to model the travel time variation and to predict short-term travel time for the
intervals with low sample size and missing values. Hence, in this study BT travel time data and
FCD are tested against normal distribution. These P-P plots provide a visual comparison of how
the both sources of the data are spread compare to the normal distribution hypothetic line. At
the same time, the P-P plots show how the BT and FCD are matched. The match or coverage
rate between BT and FCD is considered as the proportion of the data that overlap each other.
The candidate BT-estimator is the one which has a better match with FCD, compare to the
others.
4.2.2 Quantitative Analysis using Accuracy Measure
In order to have a numerical evaluation of the accuracy of BT travel time estimation, three
accuracy measures are adopted. These measures include Mean Percentage Error (MPE), Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). These measures
represent the variation of estimations (i.e. BT) from the ground truth (i.e. FCD) [8].
:
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Where:
?@ The total number of observed motor vehicles
AB @ Real travel time for the ith record
C @ Estimated mean travel time using Bluetooth technology
A

(6)

(7)

4.2.3 Difference of MPE, MAPE and RMSE
According to [8], one of the advantages of using RMSE is that it is measured in the same units
as the data and it is representative of the size of the typical error. MPE and MAPE are also
useful for purpose of reporting, since they are expressed in the generic percentage terms which
are easy to understand and compare the results. However, the RMSE and MAPE are more
sensitive to the occasional large error than MPE. However, if the magnitude of the predicted
quantity has a large range in the dataset used, RMSE will be influenced by relatively larger
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errors for larger values of the prediction variable. In other words, MAPE will hide
heteroskedasticity to some extent. But for engineering applications, if the relative magnitude of
errors is more important, MAPE gives this information better. The MPE is reported in some
statistical procedures as signed measures of error which indicate whether the forecasts are
biased (i.e. whether they tend to be disproportionately positive or negative). However, MAPE
can only be computed with respect to data that are strictly positive. It has been mentioned that if
an occasional large error is not a problem in decision situation, then the MPE or MAPE might
be a more relevant criterion. It should be noted that, in many cases these statistics might vary in
unison. This means that the model that is best on one of them will also be better on the others,
but this may not be the case when the error distribution has "outliers"[9]. Due to the robustness
of MAPE compare to RMSE and MPE, it is used as the main criteria for model validation;
however, MPE and RMSE are also calculated [8].
5. Results
The qualitative (P-P plots) and quantitative (accuracy measures) analysis are performed for
directions for App.1 and App.2. Results of the average and standard deviation (Std) of various
estimators are summarised in Table1.
Table1- Mean and Std of Bluetooth estimations for App.1 and App.2
Direction

Travel Time
Estimator
Min-BT

SouthNorth

NorthSouth

Max-BT
Avg-BT
Med-BT
Avg-GPS
Min-BT
Max-BT
Avg-BT
Med-BT
Avg-GPS

Mean (sec)
App.1
194.97

App.2
182.44

Std.
Deviation (sec)

App.1
321.21

App.2
132.31

7867.77 10102.48 5234.13
927.41
986.76
802.24
290.51
248.18
576.07
192.29
202.53
35.26
190.30
168.44
191.47

4184.4
612.12
262.12
47.01
27.746

2005.7
379.94
257.57
174.39

936.03
102.32
47.83
9.688

2622.56
349.72
218.35
175.30

1241.95
270.69
250.99
8.63

Results show that by removing the intervals having sample size less than 30, the standard
deviation of the BT based estimations reduced significantly. However, for FCD data by
removing the intervals with low sample size, the standard deviation slightly increased. In App.2,
the difference between the mean values of Min-BT, Med-BT and Avg-BT with Avg-GPS
reduced, while the difference between mean values for Max-BT with Avg-GPS increased.
5.1 Results for qualitative analysis using Probability Plots
In first step, normal probability plots are fitted to the data (Figure 4). In general, results of the
P-P plots (for both directions and App.1 and App.2) reflect that at 95% confidence level (CI)
neither BT nor FCD follow the normal distribution. In other words, travel time obtained by BT
and FCD are not normally distributed. The visual comparison between FCD and BT also show
that the Min-BT and Med-BT have a better match with FCD compare to Max-BT and Avg-BT,.
Results of the P-P plots for App.2 show a slightly better match between BT and FCD compare
to App.1. However, this needs to be evaluated quantitatively. A similar pattern for North-South
direction is shown, which is not presented in this paper.
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South-North
Approach 1

Approach 2

Probability Plot of GPS-TravelTime vs. Min-BTTravelTime
Normal - 95% CI (South-North)
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Figure 4- Probability plots of FCD travel time vs. Bluetooth (South-North)
5.2 Results for quantitative analysis using Accuracy Measures
In second step, the accuracy of BT estimations are evaluated using MPE, MAPE and RMSE
(see Table2). The MPE, MAPE and RMSE also confirm that the Min-BT gives the most
accurate estimates of the travel time followed by Med-BT for both directions. This clearly
conform the outputs of P-P plots. For the South-North direction the Min-BT resulted in MAPE
about 10% and RMSE less than 4 seconds for App.1. Similarly, for the North-South direction
9

the Min-BT resulted in MAPE about 10% and RMSE less than 2 seconds. These results
represent the accuracy of BT for travel time estimation and also show that Min-BT and Med-BT
have the potential to be used as an alternative method for Avg-BT. In general, App.1 shows
better accurate compare to App.2 except for Med-BT. The RMSE shows to be more sensitive to
the sample size and by reducing the sample size RMSE increased significantly. This amplifies
the importance of sample size. However, for the Med-BT it can be seen that by removing the
low sample intervals (App.2) the MAPE and MPE have reduced by 50%. Negative results of
MPE show that BT tends to over-estimate the travel time for both directions. This can be
explained by the size of Bluetooth detection zone. As mentioned, Bluetooth sensors used in this
study (i.e. BlipTrack) have three directional antennas with wide detection ranges. Therefore,
there is a high probability to detect Bluetooth MAC addresses before and after the sensor
locations. Even if by using median of multi-detections is tried to reduce the impact of multiple
detection, this needs further investigations. The close match between travel time data obtained
by the BT and FCD from two different periods confirms our assumption concerning validation
of the data. Results also present that the variance of Bluetooth based travel time estimates are
significantly higher than the FCD (Table1). This also can be attributed to the larger detection
zone and the low penetration rate of BT. This pattern also conform the results of study by [3].
Table2- Accuracy measures of Bluetooth estimations
Direction

SouthNorth

NorthSouth

Travel Time
Estimator
Min-BT
Max-BT
Avg-BT
Med-BT
Avg-GPS
Min-BT
Max-BT
Avg-BT
Med-BT
Avg-GPS

MPE (%)
App.1
App.2
-.0358
0.066

MAPE (%)
App.1 App.2
0.0964
0.092

RMSE (sec)
App.1
App.2
3.79
50.62

-40.800
-3.927
-0.5434
-.0937

-50.694
-4.0497
-0.270
.0366

40.800
3.9272
0.5545
0.0987

50.694
4.0497
0.3192
0.0401

827.68
79.36
11.25
1.93

9900.05
785.59
65.13
11.77

-10.527
-1.184
-0.4803
-

-14.0001
-1.0003
-0.2489
-

10.527
1.1836
0.4803
-

14.0001 195.22
1.0003 21.93
0.2489
8.91
-

2447.28
174.68
44.10
-

6. Discussion and Conclusion
Results show that the BT can be used as a complementary method for travel time estimation
along with other technologies such as ANPR. The accuracy of Min-BT and Med-BT also show
that these values can be used as better alternatives for the Avg-BT both for estimating travel
time and outlier removal algorithms. The high accuracy of Min-BT and Med-BT indicates that
these estimators can be used for detecting the abnormal traffic situations. In many cases instead
of using complicated outlier removal algorithms, the Min-BT and Med-BT can be well
representative of the traffic situation. Comparing the results for the App.1 and App.2 confirm
the importance of sample size. It is clear that by removing the intervals having less than 30
detections, the variation of the BT data is reduced (Table1). However, it doesn’t necessary
increase the accuracy of the estimations. Therefore, determining the optimum size for accepting
or removing the samples requires further investigations. Compare to Min-BT, the Med-BT
tends to be less sensitive to the sample size changes. Hence, it is suggested to implement MedBT as it is shown to be more robust with lower sample sizes. The significant difference between
the Max-BT and Avg-BT compared to other estimators can be explained based on the number
of access point (i.e. entrance and exit) which connects the study route with the neighbourhood
area. In long corridors with a number of connections, drivers have the possibility to divert from
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the corridor and return to it in the distance between the Bluetooth sensors. Therefore, the MaxBT is representing the impact of slow vehicles and diverted ones (see Figure 5). Accordingly,
the Avg-BT which is calculated based on all the records including Max-BT, directly gets
affected by the Max-BT. One of the limitations of this study is that the (As for the limitations of
the study) FCD was calculated based on average whereas median might be a more robust
estimate. Moreover, it would be more informative if there was a direct comparison between
different BT estimation (Min-BT, Med-BT and Max-BT) with similar estimates of FCD,
instead of using average FCD as the basis for evaluating various estimators.
Forbindelsesvejen

Bluetooth Sensor
Connecting Entrance/Exit
Diversion Path

Humlebakken
2000 ft

Figure 5- An example of vehicle diversion from the E45
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